Milton Keynes College Public Value Statement
Milton Keynes College is an exempt charity under the terms of the Charities Act 2006. In
considering the public value statement Milton Keynes College has had due regard to the
Charity Commission’s guidance on the reporting of public benefit and particularly to its
supplementary public benefit guidance on the advancement of education.

Our purpose is:
To be at the heart of our communities creating excellent learning in partnership with
every area of our society and economy
 Welcoming anyone who wants to learn and improve with no boundaries limiting
access, progress or success
 Building the strongest partnerships with our communities, businesses and other
stakeholders
 Acting as a catalyst for economic prosperity and wellbeing

Our vision:
Excellence for our learners, their communities and our business partners
 By being an open and successful college that measures our success through the
success of others
 By offering a life-changing and individualised student journey and experience
 By building exemplary learning partnerships between our staff, students, parents,
employers, other education providers, voluntary sector and public sector
 By enhancing the effectiveness of our systems, processes and structures
 By ensuring vocational skills and training are held in high esteem as a driver of our
economy and community

Our values:
Our values represent the aspirations of our individual and collective behaviour. They guide
our day-to-day decision-making. In order to achieve our vision, we will endeavor to put
these values at the heart of everything we do.
 To inspire: Where everyone motivates, engages, challenges, and stretches each
other
 To strive for excellence: Where everyone recognises their own potential and
becomes the best they can be
 To demonstrate integrity in all we do: Where everyone is committed to being open,
 honest and doing the right thing
 To show respect: Where we listen, consider the views of others and value everyone
 To innovate: Where new ideas and thinking are generated around people, products
and processes
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The delivery of our vision is supported by five equally important strategic priorities which are:






To build our skills’ leadership and delivery to drive economic growth,
sustainable prosperity and wellbeing
To create an ambitious, successful and accessible learning platform
To establish distinctive learning partnerships that drive student success and
the best student experience
To develop our own challenging measures of success informed by the
aspirations of all our key partners
To build organisational resilience and financial viability by enhancing the
effectiveness of our systems, processes and structures

The Governors of the College will review and update this public value statement as part of
the review of the College’s Strategic Plan.
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